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Moving beyond mail
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As local cloud providers mature, more companies are moving
more than just their e-mail outwards. by Paul Furber

C

loud computing has moved
beyond being just another
buzzword to being a viable means of delivering
compute resources to companies and individuals across the globe. How much
of this is really being delivered in South Africa, however? Do local companies offer true
business cloud solutions? Is adoption in South
Africa lagging? The lowest hanging fruit is email, says Andile Swartbooi, executive director of information and communications systems at the University of Johannesburg.
“We have 50 000 students and have been
providing student e-mail internally,” he says.
“You can imagine the amount of processing
power and storage that requires. So we’ve
been looking at cloud options and Google
Mail was the best. When we moved a 1GB
internal mailbox to the cloud, it increased to
5GB, which is quite a jump.”
Clive Donninger, CIO at Associated Motor
Holdings, is also moving to the cloud for e-mail.
“We currently use POP3 and we have a
problem with archiving, so from a compliance point of view, we’re looking to the
cloud. What’s interesting is the scalability.
We buy and sell businesses all the time and
what’s interesting is not just that you can
scale in terms of numbers, but you can scale
in terms of options. You can have high-end
users with lots of functionality, intermediate
users with intermediate functionality and
just basic mail for, for instance, sales people
who come and go all the time.”
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Melody Fourie, IT director at Tiger Wheel
and Tyre, had the same challenge and has
made the move.
“We had almost exactly the same scenario:
POP mail with no capacity for growth, so we
whacked it into the cloud over a weekend.
And almost immediately we were agile. Our
version of Exchange was upgraded too, from
2003 to 2010. I could never have done that
in a managed environment. I would still be
trying to figure out how to get to Exchange
2007. It’s very agile and you get the benefit of
someone else’s expertise. Why do I want to
reinvent the wheel when a provider has put
in all this effort?”
Grant Morgan, managing executive, sales
and marketing, Cybernest, points out that
there are other benefits of hosting applications such as mail.
“A lot of our clients have moved to our
hosted Exchange platform and one of the benefits is that they’ve never really tapped into
all the functionality that’s available, even in
the old version. So initially there’s a tenfold
increase in the size of the mailbox and access
to all the rich functionality ‒ the latest and
greatest features ‒ and all at a reduced cost
without lock-in. Many of our contracts are
month to month.”
Mike Re, CIO of Avis Fleet Services, uses
both Salesforce.com and Mimecast.
“The line-of-business apps are slightly
different to Infrastructure as a Service. You
don’t need to own anything on premise
and it’s pretty generic, so for something like
Salesforce.com, it’s reasonable and customis-
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able but stays within the boundaries of a standard sales process. The other service we use is
Mimecast, which we can scale out very rapidly.
There are two different reasons for moving to
cloud: for line-of-business apps it’s easier to
maintain and administer, and the other is the
ability to scale.”
And that helps as working hours become
more elastic, says Theo Bensch, executive: datacentre operations sales, Cybernest.
“User behaviour is changing. People no longer work from 08h00 to 17h00. The ubiquitous
nature of cloud solutions means that employees
expect to be connected 24/7. If you have a salesperson using Salesforce.com, he can do his forecasting updates after hours without having to
try to connect using complex internal systems.”
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Bensch says mail is just the first step. “One of
the interesting challenges about migrating to
the cloud is around the unbundling of your
stack. Many of us have moved Exchange away
from the infrastructure it normally runs on and
into the cloud. The next step will be to unbundle
other applications.”
But that will have its own challenges, notes
UJ’s Swartbooi.
“E-mail storage is one thing, drilling down
into individual applications is another. When
we decided to go into the cloud, we were very
careful. We started with student e-mail and
when I saw that that was working well, I started looking at the next level of importance. The
next step is to migrate some of the more critical
applications into the cloud and it needs quite
a bit of thinking: how they interact with the
applications you leave behind, how you think
about security and response times and bandwidth issues.”
There are several advantages to letting a service provider worry about these issues, says Cybernest’s Morgan.
“The sheer scale that service providers have
means we can outspend you on many fronts,

one being security. We spent R50 million on
securing our infrastructure last year, which is
more than many companies’ entire IT budgets.
We run 600 000 mailboxes, so trust me, we run
mail better than you do. Plus, we can buy hardware at prices that most people don’t know are
possible. We also have functionality benefits
that come with scale. For instance, we have two
datacentres from which we run our mail, and a
third disaster recovery site that will guarantee
that that mail will operate. You end up getting a
much more business-class and highly available
service than you would if you tried to do it on
your own.”
Mark Beekhuizen, MD of Go2Cloud, says the
number of customers using local providers is a
measure of market maturity.
“We’ve seen it in our own business. Initially
the thinking was you could only use international providers because they had all the right
metrics. But local providers are growing, especially in the commodity services like mail. And
there are local providers offering services that
bypass the US Patriot Act, for example. I’m interested in the slower adoption of bespoke dedicated applications, or at least critical business
applications, in the cloud. What you’re trying to
do is make them instantly scalable and then buy
only the resources you need.”
Tiger’s Fourie says the reason bespoke applications haven’t been pushed into the cloud yet is
because too many companies haven’t virtualised.
“I’ve had discussions about virtualisation and
cloud and there are two issues surrounding local
adoption. The first thing is that bespoke applications have my data, my trade secrets and customer
information so they’re unwilling to lose control of
it. The second thing is that there are many companies that haven’t virtualised yet. And if you
haven’t seen how your bespoke app reacts on a
virtual infrastructure, you don’t dare put it in the
cloud. Once you virtualise, the rest is easy.”
Toni Serra, CIO of Nampak, says the software licensing mentality is a hindrance to
any cloud push.

“E-mail is one thing, individual applications are another.”
Andile Swartbooi, UJ
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“You cannot underestimate how petrified some vendors are.”
Grant Morgan, Cybernest

“Our organisation has a strategic intent to
move towards consumption-based services. We
have overcome the mindset of the change. We
never want to buy tin again, we do not want to
negotiate agreements with software suppliers,
but rather buy services at variable cost. Other
than the commoditised-type services, the dilemma the industry faces is that we don’t have
enough service providers that are prepared to
put their investments in an area that allows me
to take my core business application and move
it into the cloud.
The mindset of the big software vendors is
still about selling licences as opposed to selling
services of their products. If that were to change
with the big software houses, I think we would
see a much bigger uptake in the South African
economy. It’s easy to say in theory that I can
get a JD Edwards service from Denver, a Microstrategy service from the Netherlands and
an Office 365 service from Dublin, but how
do you put all that together and really make
it work? If you can’t do that, then cloud is going to remain relegated to just commodity
services like mail.”
Avis’ Re says it’s also about trust and security.
“If you put something out there, then how
do you secure it? Our business is based on a bespoke application based on an old legacy format
and we’re rebuilding it before taking it into the
cloud. And we’ll offer it as a service in the cloud.
But yes, we still have to answer a lot of security
questions. But once the providers, whether local
or international, give that level of assurance, the
barriers will come tumbling down.”
Go2Cloud’s Beekhuizen says it’s a mindset
change.
“What we’ve noticed is that our bigger clients start with a smaller app such as web hosting. When they ‘get it’, namely that their data
is safe, it’s in the cloud and the data is residing
in local datacentres, then that trust builds very
quickly. But it’s that first step of getting something out there that’s important.”
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AMH’s Donninger agrees.
“Technical infrastructure is becoming more
specialised in the various areas, but when it’s
in the cloud, you don’t need to worry about
skilling up someone to handle it anymore. The
other thing is that if you’re not the first customer, the provider will make you aware of
issues that you could encounter. The biggest
challenge is the mindset: technical people want
to hug their boxes and if you can change that,
you’ll do well.”
Cybernest’s Bensch says users are slowly
transitioning at the same time as new companies are appearing on the scene.
“I compare it with how people first get into
a pool after winter. A lot of people will do the
toe-dip first, then you will walk in halfway,
then you’ll do full immersion. Secondly, to do
with legacy, we all know the traditional providers, both in services and software. There
are new companies starting up that are overtaking them in revenue after just a few years
of existing.”
Morgan says it’s the beginning of a fundamental shift in the whole industry.
“There are winners from cloud and there
are losers. There are companies out there that,
whether they tell you or not, will have existing revenue streams eaten by cloud ‒ whether it’s software licensing revenue streams or
equipment resale ‒ and they are very scared.
You cannot underestimate how petrified
some of the vendors are about this change.
There seem to be two different kinds of cloud
providers: those that use their own products
as part of their own solutions, and those that
will take the road less travelled and adopt
the Google model, using off-the-shelf custom
hardware. The software and hardware vendors won’t be able to demand margin because
of their brand equity. The guys that have less
to lose are pushing the envelope more than
the vendors that are scared of cannibalising
their existing revenue.”
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